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Abstract Moving from the observation that drainage network con/gurations minimizing total energy dissipation are stationary solutions of the general equation describing landscape evolution, we review theoretical and observational evidence on river patterns and their scale-invariant structure. Exact results complemented by numerical annealing of the basic equation in the presence of additive noise suggest that con/gurations at (or very close to) the global minimum of energy dissipation di4er from dynamically accessible states, which have rather di4erent scaling properties and conform much better to natural forms. Thus we argue that, at least in the 6uvial landscape, Nature works through imperfect searches for dynamically accessible optimal con/gurations. We also show that optimal networks are spanning loopless con/gurations only under precise physical requirements. This is stated in a form applicable to generic networks, suggesting that other branching structures occurring in Nature (e.g. scale-free and looping) may possibly arise through optimality to selective pressures. Indeed, we show that this is the case. c 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.  PACS: 68.70.+W; 92.40.Gc; 92.40.Fb; 64.60.Ht Keywords: Rivers; Networks; Trees; Loops; Scaling; Optimal networks
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1. Introduction This paper is about patterns in Nature, a subject that Per Bak, a friend and scientist whom we sorely miss, truly loved. Branching river networks are striking examples of natural fractal patterns which self-organize, despite great diversities in forcing geologic, lithologic, vegetational, climatic and hydrologic factors, into forms showing deep similarities of the parts and the whole across up to six orders of magnitude, and recurrent patterns everywhere [1]. Accurate data across scales on the 6uvial landscape are extracted from digital terrain maps remotely collected and objectively manipulated [1–3], usually consisting of discretized elevation /elds {zi } on a lattice. The drainage network is determined assigning to each site i a drainage direction through steepest ˜ i . Many geomorphic features have then been analyzed. In descent at i, i.e., along ∇z particular, to each pixel i (the unit area on the lattice) one can associate  the number of pixels draining through i, i.e., the total drainage area ai at i: ai = j wj; i aj + ri . Here wj; i is the element of an adjacency matrix, i.e., wj; i = 1 if j → i and 0 otherwise, and ri is the distributed injection usually assumed as constant. In the case of uniform rainfall injection, ai provides a measure of the 6ux Ji at point i (Ji ∼ ai ), an accepted hydrological assumption for landscape-forming discharges. Local 6ux is also related to ˜ i | ˙ ai −1 with ∼ 0:5, a powerful synthesis local topographic gradients (slope): |∇z of the local physics. The distributions of cumulative areas ai and upstream lengths li are characterized by power law distributions (with the expected /nite size corrections) with exponents in the narrow ranges 1.40–1.46 and 1.67–1.85, respectively [4,5]. Scaling in the river basin has been documented in many other geomorphological indicators (including self-aJnity, allometry and exact limit scaling properties [6]), making the case for the fractal geometry of Nature particularly compelling. Of course, a major challenge lies in the explanation of the dynamic origin of those fractal forms [7,8]. Recently, considerable e4orts have been devoted to de/ne static or dynamic models able to reproduce the statistical characteristics of 6uvial patterns [3,12], and the concept of self-organized criticality [8] has been explored in this context [9]. It should be observed that most network features characterizing the river basin morphology are irrespective of age whereas some geomorphic signatures prove long-lived and re6ecting climate changes [10]. The case of rivers is thus an established starting point. Natural and arti/cial networks, however, show an amazing variety of forms and functions and departures from tree-like forms introducing loops and preferential scales emerge. This requires some settlement with respect to the general dynamic origin of network scale invariance. The aim, perhaps not inappropriately in a volume dedicated to Per Bak, is to unveil some mechanisms on how Nature works [8]. 2. Minimum energy and loopless structures Spanning, loopless network con/gurations characterized by minimum energy dissipation [11] are obtained by selecting the con/guration, say s, that minimizes:  



E(s) = ai ; (1) i
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where i spans the lattice and ai and are de/ned above. It is crucial, as we shall see later, that out of the physics of the problem one has ¡ 1. Optimal channel networks (OCNs) have been proved to be stationary solution of the general landscape evolution equation derived as a low-order gradient expansion of an equation derived by reparametrization invariance arguments [12]. This postulates the existence of local slope–6ux relationships. OCNs are con/gurations which are local minima of (1) in the sense speci/ed below: two con/gurations s and s are close if one can move from one to the other just by changing the direction of a single link (i.e., the set of links s ∪ s represent a graph with a single loop. A con/guration s is said to be a local minimum of the functional (1) if each of the “close” con/gurations s corresponds to greater energy expended. Note that not all changes are allowed in the sense that the new graph again needs to be loopless. Thus, a local minimum is a stable con/guration under a single link 6ip dynamics, i.e., a dynamics in which only one link can be 6ipped at a given time, and is 6ipped only when the move does not creates loops and decreases the functional (1). In fact, consider a con/guration realizing a local minimum of the dissipated energy, and a site i. The link issuing from i will join one of the nearest neighbors of i, say k. Let j be one of the remaining nearest neighbors such that changing the link from i → k to i → j one still gets an allowed con/guration. Paths emerging from k and j will intersect downstream at a given point w or will never intersect until they reach their outlets. Let Skj denote the set of all points in the path from k to w or from k to its outlet (likewise for Sjk ). Changing the link from i → k to i → j will cause only the areas of sites belonging to the sets Skj and Sjk to change. In particular, all areas in the set Sjk will be increased by an amount equal to the area ai contributing to the 6ow through i, and all areas in the set Skj will be decreased by the same amount.  Thus, such a change willcause a change (ME)k→j in energy equal to (ME)k→j = x∈Sj [(ax + ai ) − a x ] + x∈Sk [(ax − ai ) − a x ], where ax denotes j k the 6ows before the 6ip. The condition for a con/guration to be a local minimum of E translates into the set of conditions (ME)k→j ¿ 0 for each i and j such that j is a nearest neighbor of i and gives rise to a loopless con/guration. The elevation /eld determined by the local minimum con/guration (using the slope–area relation Mzi ˙ ai −1 yielding Eq. (1)) represents a stationary solution of the evolution equation for {zi }, implying that, if i → k is the drainage direction in the point i, the biggest drop in elevation Mzi from i to its nearest neighbors is in the direction of k, i.e., z(j) ¿ z(k) for any j that is a nearest neighbor of i di4erent from k. The formal proof is elsewhere [12]. The OCN model has been thoroughly analyzed [13]. In particular, the scaling behavior of the global minimum has been worked out analytically and it has been found to yield mean /eld exponents. Interestingly, the local minima also exhibit critical behavior, but are characterized by di4erent nontrivial exponents [1]. It is now clear that there exist distinct classes of stationary solutions whose critical behavior is characterized by a di4erent set of scaling exponents with respect to those of the global minimum of the dissipated energy i.e., in accordance with a mean /eld model. Fig. 1a and b show examples of local and global minima of OCNs (here chosen in a multiple-outlet con/guration): (a) shows a local minimum of E in Eq. (1), whose features match perfectly those found in Nature [1]. These results are obtained moving from an initial
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(a)



(b) Fig. 1. Multiple-outlet OCNs (after Ref. [14]).



con/guration s. A site is then chosen at random, and the con/guration is perturbed by disconnecting a link, which is reoriented to produce a new con/guration s . If the new con/guration lowers total energy dissipation i.e., E(s ) 6 E(s), the change is accepted and the procedure is restarted; (b) is obtained through the same procedure where an annealing procedure has been added, i.e., unfavorable changes may also be accepted with probability ˙ exp((E(s )−E(s))=T) where T assumes the role of temperature in a gas or a spin glass. Here, we used a schedule of very slowly decreasing temperatures T where a ground state is reached owing to the careful annealing [14]. This state is characterized by mean /eld scaling exponents (here matched perfectly), and overall too regular and straight to reproduce, even at eyesight, the irregular and yet repetitive vagaries of Nature. Also, on this basis we claim that OCNs capture one mechanism of how Nature works [8]. Consider now a square lattice, say for simplicity with 4 sites (Fig. 2, top left). Fix an orientation for all lattice bonds. On each bond b a 6ux (or current) Jb is de/ned. Jb ¿ 0 if it is 6owing in the assigned direction, Jb ¡ 0 otherwise. Uniform (unit) injection is equivalent to the set of constraints (9J )x = 1 where 9 is a discrete version of the divergence and is a measure of the net out6ow from a site. Any local  minimum of the cost function E = b | Jb | when 0 ¡ ¡ 1, corresponds to Jb = 0 only on the bonds of a spanning tree. The main point [12] is in the proof that the networks that correspond to local minima of the dissipated energy are loopless and tree-like. The tree must be spanning due to the given constraints, i.e., one cannot have Jb = 0 for all b’s connected to a site so that there must be at least one outlet from each site x. Thus, loopless structures (Fig. 2, bottom left) emerge as minima of E
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Fig. 2. A scheme of the 4-bond lattice (after Ref. [12]). See text for explanations.



constrained by continuity. In the simple example with just four sites, one thus has E = |a| + |a + 1| + |1 − a| + |2 − a| . There are local minima in correspondence with one of the four currents being zero (a = 2; 1; 0; −1) (Fig. 2, center), corresponding to four possible trees. The explanation is simple. Suppose that a ∼ 0 (the other cases are equivalent). All the terms but |a| can be expanded in Taylor series around a=0. Thus, locally one has E=2+2 +|a| +O(a) which has a cusp-like behavior because 0 ¡ ¡ 1. Notice that 9E=9a|a=0± =±∞ and thus one cannot /nd the minima simply by imposing the condition 9E=9a = 0. If a = 0; ±1; 2, 92 E=9a2 ¡ 0 and there are no other minima of E (only maxima). E versus a for various values of (Fig. 2, right) shows that for = 1 all directed con/gurations, loopless or not, have the same energy. The case



= 2 corresponds to the resistor network case for which there is just one minimum at a = 12 i.e., a loop. The key point is that one can generalize the simple example to show rigorously that the presence or the absence of loops, in the emergent optimal network, depends on the convexity of the cost function for the local transport. Thus for the set of dynamical rules postulated above, the energy landscape is riddled with a large number of local minima characterized by a range of similar values of E. In single realizations, boundary and initial conditions a4ect the feasible (i.e., dynamically accessible) optimal state to di4erent degrees depending on their constraining power. Truly important is that (i) all local optima are trees; and (ii) imperfect optimal search procedures are capable of obtaining suboptimal networks which nevertheless prove statistically indistinguishable from the forms observed in nature. Indeed the worse energetic performance and yet the better representation of the patterns of Nature are thought of as mimicking the myopic tinkering of evolutionary processes. 3. Network structures from other selection principles Indeed many complex systems, from the Internet to metabolic or ecological nets, can be mathematically described by networks of interacting elements—and loops are ubiquitous [15,16]. We thus wonder how the topology of a complex network may emerge as the result of selection principles [17]. Here we probe, following Colizza
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Fig. 3. Sample of optimal networks.



et al. [18], a class of optimal models evolved by local rules and chosen according to global properties of the aggregate. The evolving network maintains a /xed number of nodes, n, and links, l, within a context where the degree k of outgoing links from every node is arbitrary. The ‘energy’ function E of our selective algorithm introduces a new de/nition of distance on a graph that accounts not only for the length of the shortest path between two nodes, but also for the degrees kp of the nodes p encountered along such path, i.e., the number of nodes to which p is connected [18]:  dij ; (2) E= i¡j



 where i and j are nodes of the system, and dij = minP p∈P: i→j kp . P is a path from site i to site j of the system, and p is any node belonging to such a path; the distance dij is the minimum of the sum of connectivities kp , evaluated along the path P from i to j, over all the possible paths connecting i to j. Note that inthe particular case of loopless tree-like structures, such a path is unique and dij = p∈P: i→j kp . The new de/nition of weighted graph distance reproduces the con6ict between two competitive trends: (i) for  → 0 the highest connectivity among the elements of the system minimizes distances regardless of ‘traJc’ to simply reduce the distance between vertices; and (ii) the necessity to avoid (or, on the contrary to favor, e.g. for  ¡ 0) bottlenecks from highly connected nodes along the path from i to j. A continuous transition is warranted by  whose value controls the convexity of the functional. Samples of network topologies obtained through such an optimization are shown in Fig. 3 for di4erent values of  and l=n [18]: (clockwise from top left)  = 0:4; l=n = 1:05; n = 100;  = 0:7; l=n = 1:05; n = 140;  = 0:5; l=n = 2:0; n = 50; =4:0; n=68; l=n−1; =0:9; n=156; l=n−1; =2:0; l=n=1:05; n=100. Depending on the value of l=n, one may select scale-free [15] networks that display the presence of some highly connected nodes together with many peripheral and relatively unconnected sites, or a network in which almost every node has the same degree k = k . In all cases, optimal topologies di4er from a random network [15]. Characteristic path lengths
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